Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Multimedia data is produced and consumed nearly everywhere and all the time. Producers become consumers and consumers become producers; thus rights protection must remain flexible, robust and efficient in the interest of all producer-consumers or "prosumers". In such an environment the tracking of multi-media data becomes essential in many ways. The producer of the data wishes to make sure that there has been no misuse of the data in terms of copy right violations. Also, the producer would want to ensure that his product has reached the target group and the resources and creativity invested in the artefact can bring some return in terms of rights. The consumer of multimedia data on the other hand may want to find for example videos in a database easily and without waiting too long; or he may just wants to find interesting parts or Foci of Interest (FoIs) within the video. In all such cases fingerprints are useful since they compute a unique identifier, the DNA of the multimedia data, which makes searching and identifying information much faster and easier for consumers and producers.
However, current fingerprinting mechanisms only use single information feeds or sources such as the video stream or the audio stream, maybe even a combination of these. A more sophisticated and thus more successful scheme in terms of finding even small parts of the media data would be a multimodal fingerprinting scheme. Such a scheme will have to be capable of selecting any additional information from a range of accessible multi-modal signatures and collateral market intelligence knowledge to compute that flexibly deployable and yet robust and efficient media DNA.
The following section will present design challenges and some of the approaches to realize fingerprinting schemes, both uni-modal and multi-modal. The 4 th section of this work will identify the Atta Badii and Daniel Thiemert
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DESIGN CHALLENGES
High Speed Fingerprinting is essential given very large databases of contents on a large scale multiuser network with a throughput of tens of millions of multimedia every day. In general Fingerprinting solutions need to optimise for the following operational requirements:
• Database search efficiency: for fingerprints to lend themselves to efficient database search there must be a facility for a multi-tier approach to include low-dimensional representations • Robustness: the fingerprints must be highly resilient to both deterioration and transformations: e.g. fingerprints extracted for the same video must be identical for the original and the much used copy; two videos with the same perceptual experience must have very similar or same fingerprints irrespective of any modifications.
• Pairwise independence: Videos of perceptually different quality of experience must have dissimilar fingerprints • Ability to search using video segments: must be possible to match the fingerprints for sub-parts (Zones-of-Interest (ZoIs))
We can distinguish at least 6 possible operational variations for such rights protection: Fingerprinting does not change the object but only scans it whereas watermarking embeds some, mostly unperceivable, information onto the object and is less resilient than fingerprinting to lossy compression, re-sizing, re-formatting, etc.
A robust and efficient fingerprinting technology to address all multimedia content types (Audio, Video, multimedia documents) is yet to be established as most existing fingerprinting offers rather low capability with limitations as follows:
• not real-time online but offline working only, • low level feature encoding only,
• low resiliency to quality preserving transformations,
• little in terms of the multi-modal semantic integration of the inherent properties of the content (that special appeal of an image, those qualities beyond the genre and sometimes remaining unexpressed), • no linkages to key market-intelligence-led content zones-of-interest recognition to identify hotspots and/or specially appealing properties of the digital content or the differential appeal (re-usevalue) of some parts thereof to be smartly (finer-grain) fingerprinted.
Thus we motivate a multi-tier scanning and multi-part fingerprinting of an object with the ability to:
• invoke either the individual ZoI-context-sensitive parts of the resulting fingerprint or the whole global (multi-part) fingerprint as appropriate.
• Deploy first a coarse and then a fine matching attempt so as to speed up both the identification of the fingerprint as well as, for any coarse (near)matches, then • then invoke the most likely transformations • for selected ZoIs • at fine-grain • so as to unmask the identity of the original • so as to identify the illegal re-use.
• Higher level Decision taking algorithms to ensure efficient and resilient fingerprinting that remains fast and highly accurate at identifying instances of illegal re-use even when encountering qualitypreserving distortions -e.g. cropping, skewing, re-sizing, lossy coding (e.g. MPEG-2,DivX, WMV or even animated GIF), frame rate change (with possible omission of many of the original frames), • Evolutionary optimization comprising:
o Emergent ZoIs identification through online social networking modelling which can be the source of good market-intelligence about Zone-of-interest and re-use value as it is the exchange of media between individuals in social networks that can be a source of violation of copyright and copy protecting laws.
Appropriate (re)training exploiting latest ZoIs for re-use value (in order to successfully handle emergent content modifications).
RELATED WORK
The field of multi-modal fingerprinting or feature extraction is very new. There are as yet no dominant schemes for fingerprinting as this research field is still very young; much work is ongoing. However although research in fingerprinting has to date led to a number of algorithms emerging; little or no emphasis has been put on leveraging a selection of multi-modal sources of information and market intelligence re the foci of interest in particular artefacts.
Cavet [1] proposes an approach which attempts to segment a broadcasted video and annotates the segments with extracted semantic information which is based on face detection, audio classification, text detection and shot detection. The face and shot detection and the audio classification are used to describe or model the scene. The text detection attempts to identify additional textual information in the broadcasted video such as captions or news headers (Image Collaterals). The multimodal information is then used to derive pre-defined semantic attributes to describe the scene. The extracted semantic information of this approach can be used to enrich unique features used for a fingerprint. However this method can lead to inadequately protected FoIs as it does not leverage demand-side information such as potential customers' zones of most interest in an artefact i.e. will not take into account market intelligence collaterals re popular and often shared media types/genres etc.
Recent research in the field of video clustering can also be used in order to form a multi-modal fingerprinting scheme. Such a scheme is proposed in [2] . It intends to identify or characterise so called programme units, "semantically closed entities", by a vector containing 4 sub vectors. The first represents low level audio visual features such as colour histograms or luminance differences. The second vector comprises of the structural features of the video such as the total number of shots, while the third sub vector contains information based on a "statistical analysis to find out the frequency of some particular characteristics of audiovisual works carrying semantic information (for example the number of shots whose duration exceeds a pre-defined threshold, or the average number of words per second)." Finally the fourth sub-vector contains information based on text mining and face detection techniques to identify, for example, measurable information such as face-per-minute rate or the frequency of use of certain keywords in the media data.
The resulting vector is used to cluster a certain training set based on a fuzzy clustering algorithm. A new programme unit is then identified by a vector of a dimension which appropriately maps the number of clusters containing the probability of belonging to each cluster.
Since this approach is using fuzzy theory it remains open how unique the resulting fingerprint for each programme unit may be. Also, it is very unlikely that this approach is applicable in cases where only parts of the programme unit are being examined whereupon the fingerprint would be different from, and thus unlikely to be linked with, the complete programme unit to which it belonged and from which it could thus be extracted and used without any such possible violation of rights being detected.
The iDetective [3] developed by Fraunhofer IGD is motivated by another set of application domains.. The tool aims at supporting the discovery of brand piracy. Therefore, the tool attempts to identify images and web pages which may contain relevant data. To achieve this objective the tool retrieves web pages, for example from an online auction platform such as eBay, and extracts text information and images. The text is syntactically and semantically analysed. The extracted images are then used to either extract a fingerprint to compare with the original material or, if available, a watermark will be extracted to prove the copyright violation. Although this, again, is no fingerprinting scheme, it could be transformed into one using the semantic information to compute the fingerprint. Still this is not a completely multi-modal approach as it is not intended to be applied on broadcasted media such as TV or video streams.
The same application domain is targeted by the AdvestiSEARCH™ [4] tool from Advestigo, which, in 2006, was awarded with the ICT Grand Prize by the European Commission. It is used to automatically detect "unauthorised copying or re-processing of protected content". The detection is based on a digital fingerprint retrieved from the multimedia content such as music files or videos. The calculated digital fingerprints also allow identifying only partial existing media files such as parts of a song or sequences of a video.
Since this approach claims to calculate the fingerprints based on the media content itself, it cannot be seen as a complete multi-modal approach. No additional information such as website content or video metadata based on for example MPEG-7 is encoded into the fingerprint.
MULTI-MODALITY
As outlined before only a small subset of modalities has been used in recent research to retrieve fingerprints from certain multimedia data. The fingerprinting schemes focus on certain type of media, such as only audio, video, or a combination of these. To achieve a multi-modal fingerprinting scheme possibly all modalities, i.e. information that can be encoded into a fingerprint, have to be taken intro account while processing the DNA of a multimedia asset.
We do not take into account the common process of using cryptographic hash functions [5] which can be applied to any data that is represented in the digital world, but concentrate on features that are more content based for the different modalities.
The Visual Modality
The Visual Modality is, of course, only available for images and videos. Here, many approaches have been developed to extract features that uniquely identify the data. The visual features reach from physical information to semantic information. This feature extraction will also be necessary for nonpixel based images such as vector graphics.
With physical information we mean the features that can be extracted without knowing what the picture or film means or intends "to say", Therefore features such as the average brightness of a frame (e.g. the average of the DC coefficients in a MPEG 2 movie frame), the number of frames in a movie or simply a histogram of the grey value distribution can be taken as physical, or low level, features.
The semantic features comprise of those where high recognition algorithms were applied to extract the information. Semantic, or high level features can be edges, corners, faces, scenes, mood of a person shown, etc.
For both, low level and high level features, it has to be ensured that they are able to uniquely identify the multimedia asset. That, of course, indicates that the number of frames of a movie alone will not be sufficient, but a combination of features have to be used. Also, the calculated features have to be, depending on the use of the multimedia content, robust against content preserving manipulations such as resizing, re-encoding or transcoding.
Past research has revealed interesting approaches to unique image and video identification based on both, low level features as well as high level features, not only in the field of fingerprinting but also in field of integrity verification. In the latter one recent research moved towards the use of content-based features such as corners or objects which are encoded to a binary representation of predefined length [6] .
Other 
The Audio Modality
Several fingerprinting techniques for the Audio Modality have been proposed to-date. The most effective of the audio fingerprinting solutions tend to deploy low-level audio features derived from the uncompressed audio and based on perceptual rules. These approaches tend to be sufficiently resilient in the face of common quality preserving modifications of the audio signal/music as occur through transcoding, content transmission, or other adaptations.
For online music distribution monitoring using a large database against which queries have to be resolved in real-time, a trade-off has to be optimised between fingerprint size and associated recognition throughput rate for a given application context ( in terms of content type, quality).
Audio fingerprinting systems are based on music description and retrieval technology. The most notable recent development that can be leveraged to underpin future advances in this area is the advent of the new MPEG standard for Semantic Music Representation (SMR). Existing audio fingerprinting systems deploy a compact signature characterising the essence of an audio recording that can be used to identify music.
After extracting and adapting the features to form the signature, the actual matching against the database can start. A fingerprint recognition algorithm compares a query signature, in the form of a feature matrix as derived from the audio content, with a database of other feature matrices and returns the result list of possible sources as ranked best matches. The list should ideally indicate one or zero matched signatures between the incoming feature matrix and those previously established to identify digital assets to be rights protected per the catalogue of holdings.
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The feature matrices or signatures are developed as follows. The audio content is divided into segments of appropriate length depending on the sampling rate. After pre-processing the required lowlevel features are extracted as a vector for each time segment of the signal based on its spectral envelope. Vectors derived from contiguous time segments are usually appended so as to process a whole matrix to allow downscaling or other post-processing steps. Thus the overall fingerprint signature is formed by appending the segment vectors into a matrix.
The Textual Modality
The Textual Modality can appear not only in audio data such as speeches or the audio channel of a video, but also in images and movies. Here the text information can exist in form of subtitles, captions, headings, etc.
As stated before, speaker related features such as frequency or speed are part of the Audio Modality, and thus are not considered as textual information. But what the speaker is saying is of course part of the textual modality. Speech recognition as part of the field of natural language processing is well researched. Key words can thus be extracted from the audio channel and transformed into a description of the media content.
The same holds true for encapsulated text in images and videos. Through image processing techniques and optical character recognition (OCR) the headings and captions can be translated into usable information for descriptive features. Additionally to keywords extracted by the OCR the font type can be extracted to describe the textual information [16] .
The Meta-data Modality
The Meta-data modality takes into account additional information provided closely coupled with the multimedia data itself. Several approaches or standards for annotation of assets have been introduced, based on different technologies. The annotation is used to specify the data to enhance the usage of the content e.g. in the broadcasting domain.
One standard emerged from the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) are the DCMI Metadata terms [17] . The scheme is a list containing 15 fields such as Title, Subject, Description, Date, Coverage or Rights. These terms are mainly used to exchange content description on the web. MPEG-7 [18] and, to a certain extent, MPEG-21 [19] are standards developed by the Motion Pictures Expert Group. MPEG-7 is a pure meta-data standard while MPEG-21 is built on the previous standards MPEG-1, -2, -4, and -7. MPEG-7 provides description schemes for the visual and the audio part as well as for semantic descriptions of multimedia. These description can be expressed binary or in the XML-format.
Another approach of exchanging descriptive meta-data more closely coupled to the multimedia asset is by the use of annotation watermarks [20] . Here the descriptive information is embedded in the data itself, e.g. for an audio file the speakers name could be embedded in the file itself.
Other content-based meta-data can be used as well as per preferences of the end-user.
The Environmental Modality
Often unused information for fingerprinting is the environment of the media asset. A content producer typically knows where his media asset will be published in the first instance and how the publishing environment will look like, i.e. what information will be involved. Typically we are here talking about the web environment such as web site information. Additionally to this there can also be features such as critiques, broadcast information or any other related data.
7

A MULTI-MODAL FINGERPRINTING FRAMEWORK
According to the presented modalities in the previous chapter, the framework is based on a layered modular approach. Each module represents a single modality and acts as an input feed for the fingerprint module. The modules are pluggable and adjustable to the personal preferences of the user. The modules layer is encircled by Adjustment and Fusion layers, namely the Demand-side and Granularity Adjustment layers as foundation and the Data Fusion layer as the resolution.
The framework is shown in Figure 1 . The layers and modules will be described in the following sections.
Figure 1: Multi-modal Fingerprint Framework
Demand-side Adjusted Pre-selection (DAP) Layer
It is of advantage if it is known in advance what are the specific areas are that a consumer of the media asset is interested in. If such information is available, the producer can specifically choose these areas to be specifically protected by the fingerprint, e.g. in these areas a fine grain fingerprint will be applied. This information can either be based on the concrete experience of the producer, or it can be retrieved by systematic analysis of the social network and the preferences of the user in such social networks. The DAP layer will be responsible for acquiring this information. It will inform the following GA and Modules layer of the predicted areas to be protected, thus defining Zones-ofInterest (ZoI).
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Granularity Adjustment (GA) Layer
The value of a certain media asset is in most cases focused on a special part of it. For example in a music video the audio stream is of higher importance than in a video showing landscapes. Therefore it would be more important to have a fine grain fingerprint for the audio stream and a more coarse grain one for the visual stream.
Another issue would be if the user/producer has specific regions of interest he wishes to be protected/ identifiable. This maybe a special product presented in a picture or video clip, or a statement in an audio file. Therefore the user should be able to adjust the granularity, which will also be informed by the DAP Layer in the first instance. Thus, a highly personalised fingerprinting scheme can be achieved.
Furthermore is also should be possible to have both coarse and fine grain fingerprinting information in one fingerprint, if preferred by the user. This could be realised by a sequential generation of the fingerprint so as to firstly extract the coarse grain fingerprint and then the fine grain and merging these two in a suitable way.
Modules (M) Layer
The Visual Module
The Visual Module implements the feature extraction from image and video sources. Consistent with all other modules it is divided into three units: Pre-Processing Unit (PrePU), Feature Extraction Unit (FEU), and Post-Processing Unit (PostPU). The pre-processing depends both, on the media data and on the feature extraction algorithm. Since the modules are pluggable the user can chose which algorithms to use and therefore the pre-processing has to be adopted. The media data can be present in different forms, e.g. MPEG movie, DivX movie, Bitmap image, JPEG image etc. According to the fingerprinting algorithm the data has to be transformed, e.g. from DivX to MPEG, or from JPEG to Bitmap. These transformations are covered by the pre-processing unit.
The feature extraction unit itself was chosen by the end user based on his preferences, i.e. the granularity of the identification possibilities, and the Zones of Interest identified in the DAP layer. For example one user wants to identify only the whole image, another user also wants to identify parts of it, e.g. faces or other objects because the chance is higher that only parts of the image may be misused. Therefore, different pre-configured algorithms are available to suit the needs of the user.
Due to the fact that different algorithms produce different output, i.e. different features in different forms of representation, the post-processing unit is necessary. Based on the information received from the FEU it will translate the output into a representation that can be used for the fingerprint calculation. The information from the FEU not only comprises of the extracted features, but also information about the FEU itself, i.e. what fingerprint algorithm has been used thus indicating what type of features have been extracted.
The Audio Module
Similar to the Visual Module, the Audio Module is divided into PrePU, FEU, and, PostPU. The PrePU transforms the input data, such as MP3, WAV or OGG into the necessary format as defined and needed by the FEU. The FEU then calculates the temporary fingerprint with an algorithm chosen based on the preferences of the user and the DAP layer. Suitable algorithms may be [21] or [22] . However, it is desirable to make use of content based to achieve a higher robustness and granularity.
Finally the PostPU transform the temporary fingerprint into a representation usable by the Data Fusion (DF) layer, accompanied by information about the used fingerprinting algorithm.
The Textual Module
The PrePU here takes care of the text extraction from the media asset. Text can occur in the audio stream, such as speeches, or it can occur as characters in the visual features of a media data. Therefore the PrePU comprises of techniques for speech analysis/ recognition and optical character recognition.
The FEU then uses keyword extraction algorithms such as [23] to find characteristic descriptions of the text. Additionally to the keywords the font type of characters can be extracted to support the generation of a unique identifier.
Finally, the PostPU transforms these features into a format usable by the DF layer.
The Meta-data Module
Since meta-data is only closely coupled to the media asset but is mostly not the media data itself, a separate module will extract usable information from it. Several Standards are known as already introduced above and can be used to extract useful information for a content based fingerprinting scheme. Therefore the PrePU has to transform the different representations of meta-data into a common format, e.g. based on XML. Also, if appropriate, watermarking information has to be extracted to provide input for the Feature Extraction Unit.
The FEU than, similar to the Textual Module, extract extracts features based on keyword extraction mechanisms. However, if the user uses a different granularity it will also be possible to use the whole set of metadata as a single feature, or similar only subsets.
Again the PostPU transforms the extracted temporary features into a format the understood by the DF layer.
The Environmental Module
The Environmental Module is responsible for extracting features. Broadcasting information, such as quality or broadcasting channel, together with any additional information that can be found in the web environment. Therefore the PrePU has to scan the environment, e.g. the website where the media asset is published. Of course additional information such as critiques or comments can also be used to extract unique features.
Data Fusion (DF) Layer
After all modules have produced the temporary features, which have been transformed into a common format by the respective PostPUs, the Data Fusion Layer will produce the final unique multi-modal fingerprint for the media asset. The fusion of the various features will also have to include the information about the used fingerprinting mechanisms provided by the different modules to be able to reproduce the identifier. It has to be ensured that no feature of one modality is negated by a feature of another modality during the fusion process.
EMPOWERING CONTENT PROSUMERS -A SCENARIO
The broadcaster XYZTV is regularly broadcasting some of its shows via the internet website. They have noticed that parts of their car stunt show, especially screen shots from the stunt scenes, but also complete scenes, are being reused on unauthorised web sites. However, the proof of misuse was rather difficult as only parts were misused and they have been transcoded into another format. But XYZTV uses the information gained from the social network, i.e. what are the misused parts, who is misusing it, etc. to feed the multimodal fingerprinting system to be used for the new shows. Thus, new Zonesof-Interests are identified, others are confirmed. Based on this information the fingerprinting framework decides to apply a robust fine grain fingerprint on these areas so as to enable the producer to identify his media later on and draw he right consequences.
The fingerprinting mechanism also uses the website information where the show is broadcasted, as well as the information about the websites where the misuse has happened to support the unique identification. Figure 2 visualises such a scenario.
Figure 2: Usage Scenario
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented a framework for multi-modal fingerprinting of multi media assets. The advantage of this framework is that it uses more information and therefore it enhances the unique identification of media data, even it is only found partially. Informed by social network input and user preferences, this framework not only makes use of the common modalities such as audio and video, but also of metadata information and the environment of the media asset. The layered and modularised approach allows for an easy personalisation of the fingerprinting scheme according to the preferences of the user.
To realise this framework several steps have to be taken: a) Analysis of social network and utilisation of information from collateral knowledge b) Analysis and development of fingerprinting mechanisms for the different modalities. It has to be ensured that different granularities for each modality can be achieved c) Fusion of the various fingerprinting output. It is essential that the fingerprint of any modality does not get changed when being fused.
Another challenge to overcome apart from the design challenge is the definition of a suitable benchmark framework for such a complex fingerprinting scheme. Even for uni-modal fingerprints there hardly exist benchmarks for researcher to compare there new developed algorithms against standardised test cases. The common metrics applicable in most pattern recognition settings such as false-negative rate , false-positive rate, recall and precision can be deployed for fingerprinting quality measurement but much work needs to be done in order to investigate the relative performance of the fingerprinting solutions.
